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Abstract

Today's world is mainly based on Internet and Web is the key medium of data exchange. Web services based on Extensible Markup Language (XML) technology. XML has emerged as the leading medium for data transfer over the World Wide Web due to its flexible nature and ease of implementation. Relational Database drives most business of any size today. A majority of data is still stored and maintained in relational database. Nevertheless, relational database cannot meet all the demands of electronic business because it processes data independently of the context. To overcome the problem of data exchanging between different platforms, converting from relational database (RDB) to XML becomes a popular field in research trends. The proposed system converts the relational database to XML by grouping the common attributes in the relational database to get the qualified XML schema. The string matching algorithms are proposed and applied to group the common attributes in RDB. The proposed system also solves the multi-parent relationship problem to avoid the data redundancy. The generated XML schema is more modular; more understand for the human readers and reduces the maintainability efforts.

1. Introduction

Since Extensible Markup Language (XML) was introduced in the late 90s, it has unleashed a torrent of new acronyms, standards, and rules that have left some in the Internet community wondering whether it is all really necessary. The standard process will figure prominently in the growth of this information revolution. XML itself is an attempt to rein in the uncontrolled development of competing technologies and proprietary languages that threaten to support the Web. XML creates a playground where structured information can play nicely with applications, maximizing accessibility without sacrificing richness of expression.

The use of XML is the common format for representing, exchanging, storing, and accessing data to database systems. Since the majority of everyday data is still stored and maintained in relational database systems, an increase in demand for tools to convert from relational databases to XML.

Consequently, if XML is to fulfill its potential, some mechanism is needed to convert relational data in the form of XML documents [9]. Given a language specification for converting relational tables to XML documents, an implementation to carry out the conversion raises many challenges. Relational tables are flat, while XML documents are tagged, hierarchical and graph-structured. On the other hand, the effective and proper implementation of XML in diverse domains requires well-designed XML schemas [2]. The design of XML schema plays an important role in the software development process and needs to be quantified for the ease of maintainability because XML schemas have been used in diverse fields of software industry and have been playing an important role in many such projects.

As a result, the important things and quality factors of XML schema are considered carefully in the RDB to XML conversion process. There are many things to fulfill in the generated XML schema. They are highly nested structure, schema code modularity, user understandability and maintainability effort.

However, many existing RDB to XML conversion methods do not fulfill the XML quality factors. Therefore, a new relational
database to XML conversion method is proposed which provides the schema code modularity and the highly nested structure. Therefore, the three string matching algorithms: Non-consecutive string matching algorithm, Maximum consecutive string matching at right algorithm and Maximum consecutive string matching at any algorithm [11] are proposed to provide the schema code modularity. The consequence of the schema code modularity provides more understandability the developers and users. Moreover, it reduces the maintainability efforts. The proposed conversion method also considers the multiple relationships case in the relational database when converts the relational database into the XML by determining the maximum referencing times to the child relation. The quality of the generated XML schema is measured by the XML schema quality measurements.

2. Motivation

Nowadays, Web applications are interested in most business and organizations to exchange data. The XML is an essential role in Web based system. The quality measurements of the software development are popular to obtain the excellent software result. XML quality measurement metrics have also been developed to measure the XML schema quality. Therefore, the XML schema quality factors such as code modularity and user understandability should be emphasized when converts the relational database into XML.

The first important factor of generated XML schema in RDB to XML conversion is the highly nested structured. All of the RDB to XML conversion methods tried to obtain this factor with different techniques. However, some existing RDB to XML conversion methods have weaknesses in nested structure. The proposed conversion method considers the relation with the multiple parent relationship to nest in the XML schema. The previous conversion methods did not consider relation with the multi-parent relationship. When the multiple parent relationship occurs, the best parent is required to choose for the child XML element. To solve the problem, the proposed method applies the idea of maximum referencing times to choose the best parent of the child relation.

The next factor is the XML schema code modularity. Most of the relational databases collect the related relations which have the common behaviors and common features. For example, the university database includes student table, teacher table and staff table etc because they have same attributes such as name, phone, address, etc. However, their common attribute names have some variations such as SNAME, SADDRESS, SPHONE, TNAME, TADDRESS due to the database designers. These attribute names are variation from the NAME, PHONE and ADDRESS attributes. The proposed conversion method wants to group the common attributes and detect them by using string similarity algorithm to obtain the schema code modularity.

The previous RDB to Conversion methods generate various outputs based on their framework. Some methods produce only XML schema, only XML document using the user SQL query or XQuery, XML document for one table, and XML document for multiple tables with flat translation structure. Some methods are expert dependent, semi-automatic and fully automatic conversion. However, no RDB to XML conversion for the whole database automatically.

Therefore, the automatic relational database to XML conversion method is required to provide the technology changes and user demands.

3. Related Works

Database schema conversion is the process of converting between different models. The goal of schema conversion is to find the most common things between source and destination and convert the source format to target format.

As the volume of the XML data increasing, the conversions between XML and different sources are becoming popular tasks in research fields. There are two conversion approaches to XML: non-relational model to XML conversion and relational model to XML conversion. The
first non-relational model to XML is UML to XML conversion. Dominguez et al. [6] presented the feature-based approaches and element-based approaches which widely emphasize on class, attribute, association, generation and built-in data type. Most of the feature-based approaches used meta model approach such as UML transformation. Krumbein and Kudrass [9] proposed an algorithm which implements set of rules using XSLT stylesheets that transform the UML class diagram into an adequate XML Schema definition language (XSD). The next one is Object-Oriented Database to XML and a novel method for OODB to XML conversion [5] is proposed using the object graph which includes inheritance as the intermediate process.

DB2’s XML Extender [7] provides the ability to store and access XML documents, to generate XML documents from existing relational data, and to insert rows into relational tables from XML documents. XML Extender provides new data types, functions, and stored procedures to manage XML data in DB2. Tzvetkov et al. [18] introduced a software system, called DBXML, that provides a transformation utility to connect XML with relational databases. The transformation utility can convert data both ways from XML-Schema to relational database schema and from relational database schema to XML-Schema. DB2XML uses an algorithm similar to Flat Translation. However, it allows user to choose table or tables to generate XML format and lacks the nested form. Andez et al. proposed SilkRoute [1]. In SilkRoute, relational data is published in XML in three steps. First, the relational tables are presented to the database administrator in a canonical XML view.

XPERANTO [4] is introduced by Carey et al., the success of the conversion is closely related with the quality of the target XML schema onto which a given input relational is mapped.

Lo, Alhajj and Barker [11] developed a user-friendly transformation tool called VIREX (Visual Relational to XML) which facilitates converting a selected portion of a given underlying relational database into XML. It extracts the required catalogue information by analyzing the underlying the database content. From the catalog information, whether available or extracted, VIREX derives and displays on the screen a graph similar to the entity-relationship diagram.

However, the mapping from the relational schema to the XML schema is specified by human experts. Therefore, when large amount of relational schemas and data need to be translated into XML documents, a significant investment of human expert effort is required to initially design target schema. Moreover, all of the above tools require the user to specify the mapping from the given relational schema to XML schema.

4. The Proposed System Architecture

The proposed system intends to get the highly nested structure, to avoid the data redundancy, to provide the schema modularity and user understandability. The architecture of proposed system is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Architecture of the Proposed System](image-url)
input to convert the relational database into XML. The proposed system produces both XML schema and data document.

Firstly, keys of the relations are detected to find the nested structure. The nested structure is built as the referential integrity constraints. In this step, the proposed system extracts the relationships between relationships which are based on the keys. The proposed system intends to avoid the data redundancy in the XML data document. The data redundancy is introduced by the multiple relationships to the single child table.

Therefore, the proposed system uses the algorithms to find the multi-parents relationships and solve the multi-parents relationship which are already introduced in my previous research work [15]. The most suitable for the child relation is chosen by the maximum referencing times to the child relation.

The next process is the detecting the common attributes in the relations. In the relational database, many common attributes are included in some relations because they are collection of the related relations. However, these attributes varied due to the developers assumptions. Example, SNAME and SUPNAME are the NAME attribute. They are generally same, but they are different in relations. To detect these common attributes, the proposed system uses three string matching algorithms [12] to extract the common attributes in all relations. They are Maximum Consecutive String Matching at Right, Maximum consecutive String Matching at any and Non-Consecutive Common Character of two input strings.

Maximum Consecutive String Matching at Right is an algorithm which takes two relational attributes and finds the consecutive sub string in the two input strings. It is started at the right side of the input strings. Maximum Consecutive String Matching at any algorithm extracts the common substring from the two input strings. However, it finds the maximum common sub string which can be found in any position of input strings. The final string matching algorithm is the Non-consecutive Common String and it detects the common characters in the strings but they are not consecutive. The detected common sub strings are required to normalize and to calculate the total similarity values. The equation 1 is proposed by [8] and it is used to calculate the total similarity values of the attributes.

\[
\alpha = w_1v_1 + w_2v_2 + w_3v_3
\]  

where \(\alpha\) is the similarity value of two strings. Then, \(w_1, w_2, w_3\) are weights of each normalized value and \(w_1+w_2+w_3=1\). The similarities of all of the attributes in the whole relational database are calculated by applying the string similarity and normalized equations. Then the common attributes are collected which are satisfied with the threshold value 0.5. The proposed system applies threshold value 0.5 by analyzing the eight relational databases. The analysis result is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RDB</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Total common attribute</th>
<th>0.4</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>Incorrect</td>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>Incorrect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing 1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing 2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing 3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing 4</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing 5</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing 6</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing 7</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing 8</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The next step is the grouping the detected common attributes. In this step, the common attributes are grouped as the XML global element groups. The usage of global element in the XML schema provides the schema code modularity.

The next process is the mapping the relational to XML. In this process, the relational tables are converted as the Complex type and attributes in the tables are created as the sub elements. Then, the proposed system generates the XML schema which has the code modularity, user understandability and reduces the maintainability efforts. Finally, the proposed system converts all relational data into the XML data by generating the XML data document. It is built according to rules of generated XML schema document. The XML document avoids the data redundancy.

5. Experimental Results

The output XML schema of the proposed system is measured by XML quality measurement metrics. The first method is the count-based metric and which is introduced by A. McDowell and C. Schmidt [16]. It is the common approach to measure the XML schema quality and counts the number of the schema components. To show the experimental result, the Northwind relational database is used which is the standard database of Microsoft access database. It includes 8 tables and 78 attributes. The comparison of complexity measurement is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Complexity Measurement of Count based Method](image)

According to the Figure 2, the complexity values of both XML schemas are the same because the complexity measurement metric calculates the local element counts and global or referencing element counts. Nevertheless, the complexity of generated XML schema is not greater than the other XML schema.

The second measurement method is complexity measurement metric and which is proposed by [3]. This metric calculates the total of global element and attributes for referencing and no referencing, local elements and attributes for referencing and no referencing.

The comparison of the complexity of generated XML schema from the proposed system and XML schema without using common attributes is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Comparison between the complexity of the generated XML schema and XML schema without element group](image)

According to the Figure 3, the complexity values of both XML schemas are the same because the complexity measurement metric calculates the local element counts and global or referencing element counts. Nevertheless, the complexity of generated XML schema is not greater than the other XML schema.

The final XML quality measurement is Schema Entropy (SE) metric [2]. It is proposed by D. Basci and S. Misra. It is based on the entropy concept to measure the XML schema quality.

It said that the side effect of increasing number of reuse of same components is that increasing number of affected components that
use the same reusable component. It also suggests that increasing reusability in XSD components may result in increasing complexity due to increasing number of affected components. The comparison of complexity for the generated XML schema and other method without group elements is described in Figure 4.

The quality of the generated XML schema is more than the XML schema without grouping common attributes. The increasing the SE value is directly proportional to the XML quality.

The SE metric provides more information about the understandability of the Schema documents. It is obvious that less understandable Schemas require more maintenance efforts. Therefore, the SE provides valuable information about maintainability. The SE metric may also be used to reflect the reusability of Schema components.

Figure 4. Comparison between the Schema Entropy of generated XML schema and XML Schema without grouping common attributes

The processing time of the proposed method is compared to XML schema which does not use XML global element groups. The processing time comparison is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Comparison between processing time of generated XML schema and XML schema without grouping common attributes

The processing time of the proposed conversion method is greater than XML schema which does not use XML global element group. But the time of grouping the common attributes is very little for the processing time because it is about 1.1 second for the 78 attributes. The maintainability effort is very important for the software development and the grouping time can be ignored for the future software development.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposes a method for RDB to XML. It generates the both XML schema document with global common attributes and XML data document. It converts the relational database into XML automatically. The quality of the XML schema document is measured by three XML quality measurements. The generated XML schema provides code modularity, user understandability and reduces the maintainability efforts.
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